Understanding Anatomy of the Petrous Pyramid-A New Compartmental Approach.
Learning surgical anatomy of the petrous pyramid can be a challenge, especially in the beginning of the training process. Providing an easier, holistic approach can be of help to everyone with interest in learning and teaching skull base anatomy. We present the complex organization of petrous pyramid anatomy using a new compartmental approach that is simple to understand and remember. The surfaces of the petrous pyramid of two temporal bones were examined; and the contents of the petrous pyramid of 8 temporal bones were exposed through progressive drilling of the superior surface. The petrous pyramid is made up of a bony container, and its contents were grouped into 4 compartments (mucosal, cutaneous, neural, and vascular). Two reference lines were identified (mucosal and external-internal auditory canal lines) intersecting at the level of the middle ear. The localization of contents relative to these reference lines was then described, and 2 methods of segmentation (the X method and the V method) were then proposed. This description was then used to describe middle ear relationships, facial nerve anatomy, and air cell distribution. This new compartmental approach allows a comprehensive understanding of the distribution of petrous pyramid contents. Dividing it into anatomic compartments, and then navigating this mental map along specific reference points, lines, spaces, and segments, could create a useful tool to teach or learn its complex tridimensional anatomy.